
Instructions
Double Decker Media Stand

for

1 x Record Stand (DOUBLE DECKER TYPE)

4 x Wooden or Iron Feet

20 x Screws to attatch the iron legs

(Please note extra screws might be added)

4 x Wooden Spacer

4 x Connecting Bolts

Your set includes four wooden legs.
These need to be attached to the bottom
part of your record stand. You can easily
fit these by screwing them in with your hand.
We have fitted the legs plates for you.

Your set includes four iron hairpin legs.
To assemble these you will need a star
type screwdriver or a power tool with a star
type end. Holes for the legs has been
pre-drilled and should be clearly visible
underneath your record stand.
Please align the base of hairpin legs along
the pre drilled holes. Using a screwdriver or
a power tool attach the legs with included screws.

Iron Hairpin Legs

Wooden Legs

What’s in the box
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Both sections of double-decker have been
marker clearly underneath each section. In
the lower part, you will be able to see
predrilled holes dedicated to the legs. Please
use Screws included in the box along with
hairpin-style legs. We advise using a power
driller or a star-type screwdriver.

Once the lower part has hairpin legs
attached you are ready for the next step.

Place four wooden spacers
on top of the cabinet.

There are predrilled holes
indicating where the spacer
should be placed.

From the underneath place
the long connecting bolt. Do
so for all four corners.

There are predrilled
holes underneath the
upper part of the
cabinet. These will help
you to align both
sections. Once both
sections are aligned
you are ready to screw
in the bolts using a
power tool or
screwdriver.

Included parts

1.

2.
A.

B.

C.

If you have any issues with your order please contact us
immediately and we will be happy to help. You can contact us

through the platform you have place your order with or by clicking
buttom bellow.
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